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The homely clutter of cleaning equipment, cane staff hoops, and cane waste paper basket suggests a staffed 
Staff station. And so Buangor was; until a couple of days before this photo was taken. The Broad Gauge 
line to Adelaide .was closed on the 14.4.95 for gauge conversion beyond Ararat and the section between 
Ballarat and Ararat had its services 'suspended until further notice'. The Staffs were removed and the station 
building locked. But this photo of Buangor still shows what the back wall of a Victorian signalbox looks 
like; a view rarely photographed. Pride of place goes to the two miniature electric staff instruments on their 
wooden stools. The magneto generator is mounted on a flat board between the instruments. The two block 
bells are mounted high on the wall; a flat bell on the left from Ararat and a tall thin bell on the right from 
Trawalla. Even higher in the roof is the fuse panel. To the left of the staff instruments two phones are 
mounted; the one on the extreme left is th.e box to box phone and the other is probably the station service 
phone. To the right of the staff instruments a second phone - probably to train control - is mounted above 
the self that served to support the Train Register Book. The wooden conduit criss-crosses the back wall for 
the cabling between the various components. This photo was taken with a wide angle lens and flash 
through the front window of the box - a method which can yeild surprisingly good results. Outside the track 
quickly gathers a patina of rust. Photo: Andrew Waugh 

- ----------.----
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MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD FRIDAY MARCH 24, 1995 

Present:- A.Jungwirth, W.Brook, J.Churchward, G.Cumming, A.Gostling, W.Johnston, B.McCurry, 
J:McLean., R.Murray, L.Savage, P.Silva, A.Waugh & R.Whitehead. 

Apologies:- K.Lambert, D.Langley, G.O'Flynn, G.Reynolds, & C.Rutledge. 

The President, Mr .. AlanJungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting @ 2014 hrs: 

Minutes of the 19?4 Annual Genera.] Meeting:-Accepted as published. J.Churchward/A.Waugh. Carried. 

Matters Arising:~ Nil. 

President's Report:- Alan Jungwirth reported that the society had enjoyed another good year. 

Treasurer's Report:~ 

Auditor's Report:

Editorial Report:-

Tours Report:-

Elections:-

Not available atthe meeting. 

Unable to present report due to the audit not having been completed. 

Andrew Waugh reported that all six issues of"Somersault'' had been published in a good year for the 
Editorial Sub ~ Committee. A plea was made for more articles. 

Glenn Cumming reported on the successful tour held during the year. 

Moved J .Churchward, seconded B.McCurry, that the President's Report, the Editorial Report and the 
Tours Report be accepted. Carried. · 

The following written nominations were received :-

President:- A.Jungwirth, nominated by K.Lambert and seconded by G.Cumming. 
Treasurer:- P.Silva, nominated by J.McLean and seconded by G.Cumming. 
Secretary:- G.Cumming, nominated by A.Jungwirth and seconded by K.Lambert. 

The following verbal nominations. were received:-
Vice President:- D.Langley, nominated by J.Churchward and seconded by J.McLean. 
Committeeman:- J.McLean, nominated by P.Silva, and seconded by W.Brook. 
Committeeman:- G.Inglis, nominated. by R.Whitehead and seconded by L.Savage. 

There being no further nominations, all nominees were duly elected to their positions. 

General Business:- MovedR.Whitehead, seconded W.Johnston, that the meeting thanks the committe for the previous 
year. Carried. 

Members were reminded that subscriptio11s for 1995 are now due for payment. 

Meeting adjourned@ 2037 hrs. 

The Annual General Meeting was adjourned until 19 May, 1995. 

MINUIES OF RESUMEI;> ANNUAL.GENERAL MEETING HELD FRIDAY MAY 19, 1995 

Present:- J.Churchward, R.Cropley, G.Cumming, A.Gostling, R.Jeffries, W:Johnston, K.Lambert, 
D.Langley, B.McCurry, J.McLean, R.Murray, T.Murray, L.Savage, P.Silva, A.Waugh & 
R.Whitehead. . 
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Apologies:- W._Doubleday, M.Guiney, A.Jungwirth, G.O'Flynn, A.Ratcliffe, C.Rutledge & D.Ward. 

The Vice-President, Mr. David Langley, took the chair and opened the meeting @ 2020 hrs. 

The Chairman welcomed visitor Jeff Savage to the meeting. 

Treasurer's Report:- Not Available. 

Auditor's Report:- Not available. 

General Business:- Nil. 

The meeting was adjourned @ 2021 hrs until Friday 21 July, 1995. 

MINUIES OF RESUMED ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD FRIDAY JULY 21, 1995 

Present:-

Apologies:-

A.Jungwirth, W.Brook, J.Churchward, G.Cumming, A.Gostling, W.Johnston, K.Lambert, 
D.Langley, B.McCurry, I.McLean, R.Murray, P.Silva, R.Smith, A.Waugh & R.Whitehead. 

G.Reynolds & L.Savage. 

The President, Mr. Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting @ 2125 hrs. 

The Chairman welcomed visitor Vance Findlay to the meeting. 

Treasurer's Report:- In the absence of the Treasurer, the incoming Treasurer, Peter Silva, reviewed the financial results 
for 1994. The society suffered a net loss for 1994. A detailed explanation was given for this result. 
It was noted that there had been a change in accounting methods from cash accounting to accrual 
accounting. P.Silva/R.Smith. Carried. 

Auditor's Report:- The Auditor read his report to the meeting. J.Churchward/P.Silva. Carried. 

General Business:- Nil. 

Present:-

Apologies:-

The meeting was closed @ 2137 hrs. 

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY FEBRUARY 16, 1996. 

A.Jungwirth, W.Brook, J.Churchward, G.Cumming, A.Gostling, W.Johnston, K.Lambert, 
D.Langley, I.McLean, T.Murray, P.Silva, R.Smith, A.Waugh & R.Whitehead. 

Nil. 

The President, Mr. Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting @ 2020 hrs. 

The Chairman welcomed visitor Neville Wilke to the meeting. 

Minutes of the November 1995 Meeting:- Accepted as read. R.Smith/J.McLean. Carried. 

Matters Arising:- Nil. 

Correspondence:- Letters have been sent to the P.T.C. Safeworking Office and the S.R.A. at Albury thanking them 
for their assistance with the recent signal box tour. 

Jim Black has written noting the proposal for joint historical research between the S.R.S.U.K. and 
the I.R.S.E. 

Bob Whitehead has written with a proposal for the compilation of a database with details of the 
location of all preserved signalling equipment. A request for information about preserved signalling 
equipment is to be placed in the next edition of "Somersault". 

The Seymour Loco Steam Preservation Group Inc. has written with details of the Great Seymour 
Rail Expo to be held between April 13, 1996 and April 28, 1996. The S.L.S.P.G.Inc. is to forward 
pamphlets to be included in the next mailout. 

Application for membership from Ken Ashman in New Zealand along with details of his museum 
of railway signalling equipment. 

A letter was sent to Minter Ellison requesting details supporting the invoice for preparation of the 
lease for the archive rooms at Seymour. 

A reply was received from Minter Ellison. Moved A.Waugh, seconded W.Johnston, that the letter 
from Minter Ellison be referred to the committee. Carried. 

R.Smith/D.Langley. Carried. 

General Business:- The society's accounts for 1995 are ready for audit. 

Peter Kay in the U.K. has advised of a group recently formed in Western Australia known as 
SIGWA (Signalling Interest Group of Western Australia). 
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Peter also advises that he recently .won £12.00 in a pub quiz when he was able to name all the states 
of Australia. Peter noti;:s that this fS one benefit of signalling research ! ! 

Moved Jack McLean, seconded Andrew Waugh;that the Secretary write to the Secretary of the 
S.R.S.U.K. to thank Peter Kay for his efforts in uncovering a copy of the 1901 W.A.G.R. General 
Appendix. Carried. 

Peter Kay has produced more reprints of signalling text books by Lewis and Raynar - Wilson. 

Andrew Waugh reported on a recent trip to Bendigo on a Sprinter. Andrew noted that all level 
crossings beyond St.Albans with electri.c protection \.\'ere :manned and operated using the test switch. 
This led to a discussion on the current problems with the Sprinters and possible solutions. 

Roderick Smith asked why no Sandringham trains will use the City Loop with the introduction of 
the new timetable.· It was answered that it is due to a combination of headway problems on the City 
Loop and infrastructure problehls at Richmond Junction. A long ter:rn solution is yet to be 
determined. 

The new metropolitan timetable begins on Monday. 

A report was received on the recent collision at Hines Hill in W.A 

A report was received on a recent .collision at Zig Zag in N.S.W. 

Installation of boom barriers at Gisborne continues with commissioning expected soon. 

Bob Whitehead reported on recent research at the,P.R.O. which uncovered d.etails of a proposal for a 
new signal box in 1913 at Newport South in addition to the existing signal box at Champion Road. 

Bob Whitehead reported on forthcoming changes to the country timetable featuring the introd~ction 
of Sprinters to Albury and a new Sprinter service to Echuca on weekends. 

Keith Lambert provided copies of recently issued signalling diagrams for members' to add to their 
collections. 

Syllabus Item:- The Chairman introduced member David Langley who demonstrated his Christmas present, a new 
slide projector. A collection of slides taken around South East Australia was used to demonstrate the 
operation of the new slide projector. 

At the end of the syllabus item, the Chairman thanked David for the entertainment and this was 
followed by acclamation from those present. 

Meeting closed @ 2217 hrs. 

The next meeting will be on Friday March 15, 1996 at the Uniting Church Hall, Hotham Street, 
Mont Albert, following the Annual General Meeting. 

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS 
' ' 

' ' ' 

The following alterations were published in WN 1/96 to WN 6/96. The alterations, have been edited to 
conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of the Weekly Notice. 

12.12.1995 Manor Loop - Tatyoon Loop 
Between 12.12.95 and 21.12.95, operation of the signals and points by local V5PSW key switches was 
commissioned at each of the Standard Gauge loops from Manor to Tatyoon: The Signaller at each 
location is responsible for operating the points and signals by means of the key switch at the end of the 
crossing loop from which the train is to be admitted. , 

The Signaller in the rear must immediately advise the Signaller of the departure of a train The Signaller 
must then proceed to the end of the Loop from which the train is approaching, insert a V5PSW key in the 
keyswitch, and turn it to 'Main' (for a train required to be signalled through No 1 Track); or 'Loop' (for a 
train required to be signalled into No 2 track). The key must be held in the, 'Main' or 'Loop' position for 
10 seconds. The points will then operate to the required position and the appropriate Signal will clear. 
The key may then be returned to the centre position and withdrawn. The points will automatically restore 
to the normal position 30 seconds after the train has cleared the fouling point. Signallers must not operate 
the key switch unless advised that the train has departed from the Crossing Loop in the rear. 

The same procedure must be followed when itis necessary for the points to.be placed reverse for a train to 
depart from the Loop. The train in the Loop track must not be moved until the Driver is in possession of 
the proper authority for the forward section and the Signaller has displayed a green hand signal to indicate 
that the points are correctly set. Signallers must ensure the points are correctly set by observing the point 
indicatot provided at the points before displaying a green hand signal to the Driver. 

Voice announcement equipment was also commissioned at the fouling point of each end of every loop. 
This equipment announces that the train is in clear of the fouling point. The message will be heard over 
Channel 1 on the local radio. 
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Each Loop (except Berrybank and Pyrenees) was provided with Staff Exchange platforms. The maximum 
speed which exchanging Staffs in a Cane Carrier is 30 km/h. (SW 563/95 & 565/95, WN 1/96) 

17.12.1995 Sunshine 
On Sunday, 17.12.95, the following alterations took place: 
1) Dwarfs 44B and 44C were abolished. together with the associated pushbuttons. Notice Boards with 

the text 'Trains must not pass this point until Booms are Horizontal' were provided on the Up and 
Down side of Anderson Street. 

2) Dwarf 27 was relocated 5 metres in the Up direction. 
Amend Diagram 11/95. (SW 561/95 & 573/95, WN 1/96) 

20.12.1995 Gheringhap 
On Wednesday, 20.12.95, the Down Distant (Post 1) was replaced by a new Post situated 2100 metres 
further out. The new Post is a bracket signal and supports two light distant signals. Reflective 'V' and 'S' 
indicator boards were fitted above each light signal. 
The Distant on the lefthand doll (No 2) applies to the Standard Gauge line and is automatically controlled 
by the indication of the Home signal in advance. A proceed indication is only displayed when the Home 
signal is at proceed for a movement to No 1 Road. 
The Distant on the righthand doll (No 12) applies to the Broad Gauge line and is currently fixed at 
Caution. · 
Lever 18 was sleeved normal. Amend Diagram 52/90. (SW 572/95, WN 1/196) 

21.12.1995 Dandenong 
Commencing 21.12.95, the authority to pass the fixed signals at Dandenong will be given by radio. 
Dedicated safeworking lines are provided. All communication on these lines is recorded. The instructions 
are similar to those for Sunshine - Deer Park West Junction (see Somersault Vol 19/1 page 8) except that 
the communication will be by radio and that the Signaller is to sleeve the point switch in position before 
completing the Caution Order. (SW 574/95, WN 1/96) 

06.01.1996 Dunolly 
On Saturday, 6.1.96, and Sunday, 7.1.96, a tri fixed point turnout was installed at the centre yard of the 
Down arrival track of the trailable points loop. Amend Diagram 12/91. (SW 579/95, WN 2/96) 

07.01.1996 Dandenong 
Commencing Sunday, 7.1.96, Dandenong signalbox will be open from 0700 hours Sunday until 0100 
hours the following Sunday. (0 2/96, WN 1/96) 

(09.01.1996) Rule 12, Section 2 (Failure of Illuminated Letter 'A') 
The text in italics has been added to clause c.4: 
(4) When returning to the train, the Driver must ensure all points protected by the Home Signal are in 

the correct position for the passage of the train, and if set correctly, pass the Signal at the stop 
position and proceed in accordance with Rule I, Section 3 of the Book of Rules and Operating 
Procedures. (SW 575/95, WN 1/96) 

(09.01.1995) Werribee - North Geelong 'A' 
The Absolute Block conditions for Sprinter Rail Cars has been extended to include the East Line. 
Immediately a Sprinter enters a single line section, the Signallers at Werribee, Lara, Corio, and North 
Geelong 'A' must place the lever controlling the Home Departure signal normal and sleeve it in that 
position. The lever must remain sleeved until advice is received from the Signaller in advance that the 
Sprinter train has arrived complete. 
The "absolute block" conditions are necessary due to occasional "floating tracks" after the passage of a 
Sprinter, These conditions do not apply to locomotive hauled trains. (SW 576/96, WN 1/96) 

(09.01.1996) Gheringhap 
Drivers of Down Standard Gauge trains receive a Fouling Point Clear Message at Gheringhap when the 
train has passed the fouling point of the loop. This message only indicates that the last vehicle has cleared 
the fouling point; it does not indicate that the train is complete. The Section Authority must not be 
relinquished until the Signaller verbally advises that the train is complete. (SW 6/96, WN 1/96) 

(09.01.1996) St Arnaud 
Freight trains may stand across Howitt or Millett Streets for periods up to 40 minutes each day. Trains 
must not block both level crossings at once. Rule 17a, Section 12, of the Book of Rules will not apply 
to these level crossings. (SW 571/95, WN 1/96) 

10.01.1996 Dunolly 
On Monday (sic), 10.1.96, Siding B was booked out for gauge conversion. The work was previously 
scheduled for Friday, 12.1.96. Amend Diagram 12/91. (SW 8/96, WN 3/96) 

14.01.1996 Dunolly 
On Sunday, 14.1.96, the following alterations took place: 
1) A Standard Gauge transfer, TR 7, was installed at the Centre Yard of the Down Arrival Track of the 

Trailable Points Loop. 
2) Trailable Points were installed at the Up end of B Siding connecting to the Main Line and the 

Centre Yard ofB Siding connecting to the Down Arrival Track (No 1). 
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Amend Diagram 21/91 (SW 16/96, WN 6/96) 

15.01.1996 Flinders Street 
On Monday, 15.1.96, Crossover 632 was commissioned. This crossover is located at the west end of the 
yard between Nos 6 and 7 Roads. Searchlight signal Home 732 was replaced by a new colour light signal 
42 metres in the Down direction. The VDU and Control Panel at Metrol were update to reflect the 

· changes; Diagram 29/95 was issued. (SW 7 /96, WN 3/96) 

15.01.1996 Elmore. 
On Monday, 15.1.96, the Annett lock on the points at the Up end was replaced by a Master Key lock. 
The points leading from No 2 to No 3 Road at the Down end were fitted with a Master Key lock. Plunger 
locked points G and Kand signals A, M, and E remain in service. Amend diagram 3/95. 

(SW 14/96, WN 3/96) 

16.01.1996 Appleton Dock 
On Tuesday, 16.1.96, the flashing lights at Location 9 at Liner Services siding were decommissioned to 
facilitate line upgrading. (SW 26/96, WN 5/96) 

16.01.1996 Newport 'A' 
On Tuesday, 16.1.96, the 'B' pattern Annett Key (formerly used for Thomas' Mill Siding) was removed 
from service. (SW 21/96, WN 4/96) 

17.01.1996 Hastings 
On Wednesday, 17 .1.96, the Adlake signal lamps on the Posts 2 and 6 were replaced by reflectors. 

(SW 19/96, WN 4/96) 
17.01.1996 Crib Point 

On Wednesday, 17 .1.96, the Adlake signal lamps on the Up and Down arrival signals were replaced by 
reflectors. (SW.11/96, WN 3/96) 

19.01.1996 Trafalgar 
On Friday, 19.1.96, a new Crib crossing at the Up end of the platforms (120.185 km) was brought into 
service. Automatic flashing red warning lights and an audible alarm was provided. (SW 20/96, WN 4/96) 

21.01.1996 Dunolly 
On 21.1:96, the following alterations took place: 
1) The Up end Trailable Points and TAILS were relocated 90 metres in the Down direction. 
2) A Standard Gauge connection was provided between the Main Line and B Siding at the Up end. 
Amend Diagram 21/91. (SW 17/96, WN 6/96) 

(23.01.1996) Operation of Sprinter Rail Cars in Track Circuited Areas 
Absolute Block Signalling 

· Until further notice, Sprinter Rail Cars operating in track circuited areas outside the Suburban electrified 
area are to be dealt with under 'Absolute Block' conditions. A Sprinter Rail Car cannotbe followed by any 
other train until the Sprinter has cleared the next attended switched in Signalbox. 
The Signaller at the entrance to a track circuited section must inform the Signaller at the next Signalbox 
in advance of the Sprinter's movements. This information must be passed on to each Signalbox to the end 
of the Automatic Block area. 
When a Sprinter passes a Home signal and enters a section, the Signaller must immediate place and sleeve 
the lever controlling the signal in the normal position. The lever must be maintained in this position 
until advice is received from the Signaller iri advance that the train has arrived complete, The Signaller at 
each Signalbox must inform the Signaller in the rear when the Sprinter has arrived complete. 
Absolute block conditions do not apply to locomotive hauled or electric trains. 
Electrically Protected Level Crossings· 
A competent employee must be stationed at each level crossing protected by boom barriers or flashing 
lights. The employee must be on the alert for approaching trains and operate the test swi.tch to lower the 
boom barriers or operate the flashing lights before the Sprinter arrives. After the Sprinter has cleared the 
crossing, the test switch must be operated to stop the flashing lights and raise the boom barriers. 
Note: electrically protected level crossings within the suburban electrified area will no longer require 
Flagmen. This area includes all line served.by EMUs except the Warragul line beyond Pakenham. 

. (SW 12/96 & 15/96, WN 3/96) 

25.01.1996 Baxter 
On Thursday, 25.1.96, all fixed signals and associated signalling equipment was removed. The points 
were spiked normal. Amend diagram 26/84 (SW 24/96, WN 4/96) 

(30.01.1996) Shepparton 
Circular SW 256/95 covering Driver in Charge of Signalling has been replaced. Previously the Driver of 
an arriving train was instructed to place the three levers on the platform normal upon arrival. Now the 
Driver is instructed. restore the three levers after running round and stabling fhe train. A note states: Under 

~ no circumstances is the Driver of the train stabled in the Shepparton platform to fulfiHhe Train Order 
until the signals have been placed to stop. (SW 23/96, WN 4f9.6) 
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04.02.1996 Clifton Hill 
On Sunday, 4.2.96, the Emergency Signal Control Panel was relocated to the Stationmaster's Office. 

(SW 30/96, WN 5/96) 

04.02.1996 Dunolly 
On Sunday, 4.2.96, a set of dual gauge points was installed at the Down end of the Down Arrival track of 
the Trailable Point Loop. 
The dual gauge points were rodded to a set of Standard Gauge points at the Down end of B siding. The 
normal position of the dual gauge points are for the Down Arrival track and the normal position of the 
Standard Gauge points are for the dead end of B siding. The dual gauge points are secured with a miniature 
F pattern Annett Lock and are spiked normal. Amend Diagram 12/91. (SW 35/96, WN 5/96) 

05.02.1996 Dynon Freight Terminal 
On Monday, 5.2.96, an AN Switchstand operating non-trailable points was installed at the entrance to 
Evans siding from the track leading to the Steel Terminal. 

When the points are set for the lead from the Steel Terminal towards Dock Link Road, a green arrow is 
displayed. When the points are set to Evans siding, two yellow discs are displayed. The points are 
operated from a lever attached to the base of the Switchstand. The lever is folded down and secured in the 
base of the Switchstand when not required for use. (SW 39/96, WN 6/96) 

(06.02.1996) Camberwell 
If there is a failure of Horne Signals 6, 16, 26 or Dwarf 22 while Box Hill Signalbox is switched out, the 
following instructions must be complied with. 
1) The Signaller must check that light indicating that the controlling track section is clear is 

illuminated. If the light has failed, the Signaller must ensure that the controlling track section is 
clear. 

2) The Signaller must communicate with the Train Controller and advise of the failure. The Signaller 
at Camberwell and the Train Controller must jointly ensure that the Signaller at Box Hill is not in 
attendance and that the Signalbox is switched out. 

3) The Signaller at Carnberwell must then ensure that the route is correctly set to the Centre line. The 
point levers must then be sleeved. The Signaller must then fill in an Automatic and Track Control 
System Caution Order to pass the Horne Departure signal at Stop and deliver it to the Driver. 

The above instructions are to be repeated if it is necessary for a caution order to be issued for subsequent 
trains. (SW 36/96, WN 5/96) 

(06.02.1996) Sale - Bairnsdale 
This line has been reclassified to minimum maintenance and no train is permitted to operate on this line 
without the prior approval of the Group Manager, V /Line Infrastructure, and the Superintendent 
Safeworking. (0 60/96, WN 5/96) 

08.02.1996 Donald 
DICE operation commenced at Donald Loop from 8.2.96. Donald will be unattended for all Down trains 
not required to shunt at Donald Yard or the Freezer Siding. 

The instructions in SW 543/95 were repeated. The key to operate the Remote/Local keyswitch will be 
secured in the station building. The Signaller must obtain permission from the Train Controller to 
operate t?e Remote/Local keyswitch. 
Insert after page 35-8 of the Book of Rules. (SW 40/96, WN 6/96) 

(13.02.1996) Express/Stopping Selection 
At all locations were express/stopping selection is provided for the control of level crossings within the 
section, the selection must be operated by the Signaller in accordance with the stopping conditions of the 
trains (express for non-stopping and stopping for stopping trains). 
This instruction rescinds all previous instructions relating to the operation of express/stopping selection. 

(SW 33/96, WN 6/96) 
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PRINCES BRIDGE - RICHMOND 

John Sinnatt 

Introduction 

Until the Princes .Gate project was carried out in 1964-65, 
Princes Bridge looked like a separate station from 
Hinders Street,· and it also looked as if built to serve the 
trains of the Collingwood line. But the station was 
opened in 1859, while that line was not opened until 
1901. What function did Princes Bridge perform in the 
intervening years? Although Jack McLean and I . had 
written an article "Jolimont Junction - Richmond - South 
Yarra" for the ARHS Divisional Diary, May 1960, we 
did not cover any details of either Hinders Street· or 
Princes Bridge, whether of tracks or traffic. I feel that 
further information· gathered on the subject should now 
be published, even if not strictly current. This present 
article is intended to take the story up till about 1960, but 
in some respects may continue further. 

Private Railways 

The suburban lines from Melbourne to Port Melbourne 
(Sandridge), St Kilda, Brighton Beach, and. Hawthorn 
were built by private companies. Their histories are given 
in Victorian Railways to '62 by L. J. Harrigan, but a brief 
summary needs be outlined here, . before considering the 
Princes Bridge lin.es .in greater detail. 

Melbourne & Hobson's Bay Railway Co. 

Hinders Street~ Sandridge (1854). 
Branch to St Kilda (1857). 

St Kilda & Brighton Railway Co. 

St Kilda - Windsor - North Brighton ( 1859) -
Brighton Beach (1861). 

Melbourne & Suburban Railway Co. 

Princes Bridge - Punt Road - Crernorne (1859) -
Windsor (1860). 

Richmond - Pic-nic (1860) - Hawthorn (1861). 

Melbourne Railway Co. 

Purchased at public auction works of Melbourne & 
Suburban Co .. (1862). Also agreed to operate St Kilda & 
Brighton line for five years. Brighton trains now ran 
from Princes Bridge via Richmond, instead of from 
Hinders St via St Kilda. The St Kilda - Windsor section 
then fell into disuse and was later removed (1867). 

Melbourne & Hobson's Bay United Railway Co. 

Robson's Bay Co. and Melbourne Co. merged as the 
United Co. (1865). St Kilda & Brighton Co. absorbed 
later same year, so now only one private company. 
United Co. eventually bought by Government (1878). 

All these lines were built as single track. The 
Sandridge line was duplicated in 1855, the St Kilda line 
from its junction in 1859, the Windsor direct line by 
1862, and the Hawthorn line to East Richmond by 1867. 
No further duplications (including Windsor - Brighton) 
were undertaken until after the Government purchase. 

Government Railways 

A great expansion of the netw.ork in the eastern and 
south-eastern sections of Victoria occurred after the 
Government took· over the suburban lines. A branch 

· from South Yarra to Oakleigh (1879) enabled Gippsland 
trains to run into the city. A further branch from 
Caulfield served Mordialloc (1881), Frankston (1882), 
and Mornington and Stony Point (l889). A branch from 
Dandenong served Tooradin (1888), Leongatha (1891) 
and Port Albert (1892). 

The Hawthorn line was .extended to Lilydale (1882) 
and Healesville (1889)~ with branches to Kew (1887), 
Upper Femtree Gully (1889), Oakleigh via Darling and 
Waverley Road via Ashburton (1890), and Warburton 
(1901). A new line was also built from Princes Bridge to 
Collingwood (Victoria Park) (1901) to connect to the 
existing circuitous.line via North Fitzroy. 

Traffic from all these. lines had to be handled in 
Melbourne (although not all trains ran through). but 
Hinders St was difficult to expand because of large sheds 
located south of the platforms, seen in .Steam. Suburban 
(Windsor Publications), page 7, and no doubt used partly 
for cargo to/from Sandridge pier. So Princes Bridge had 
to handle these trains and became the busier station. 

Goods traffic was transferred to Spencer Street after 
the viaduct was built (1891). The large goods sheds 
could then be demolished and platforms provided for 
trains from the Williamstown, Essendon, Coburg, and 
Preston (Reservoir) lines extended over the viaduct from 
Spencer Street (1894), and for trains diverted from 
Princes Bridge (1901-1910). The latter station then 
served only the Collingwood line,. with trains running to 
North Fitzroy, Reservoir, and Eltham. 
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Track and Signal Arrangements 

Princes Bridge 

N I "' , r , I r 

Figure]. 

Opening. Princes Bridge (PB) was opened for public 
lrnffic in 1859 (8 Feb), wilh trains running to a· 
temporary terminus at Punt Road, Richmond. Figure 1 
is a copy of a plan dated two months before opening 
(taken from lhe VR News Leller, May 1957), and shows 
separate departure and arrival platfonns, with four 
lracks in between. Engine release crossovers are 
provided, as are tumplates in each track, no doubt for 
lransfer of rolling stock. An engine shed is served by a 
back shunt from the northern (departure) platform. The 
main line is shown as double track. 

This plan can interpreted as illustrating an ultimate 
design rather than the initial arrangement, particularly as 
il is known that the southern platform was not provided 
until late 1860 and that duplication to Windsor was not 
completed until Oct 1862. It is unlikely also that the 
large goods shed shown was provided at the outset, if at 
all. However, with regard to the goods platform further 
sou1h. it was recorded in August 1858 lhat 'excavations 
were being sunk at Princes Bridge for a goods shed, set 
al a level to permit of junction with the Robson's Bay 
line'. (But this junction was not completed until 1865.) 

Closure. Resulting from the merger into the United 
Co. in 1865 (30 Jun), two culverts or tunnels were built 
under Swanston Street, one double for passenger trains 
and one single further south for goods. An attempt was 
made to divert all passenger trains from PB to Flinders 
Slreel. bul not enough platform or yard space was 
available there and after three days the original arrange
menlS were reverted to. Extensive alterations were then 
effecled al Flinders Sl and eventually in 1866 (I Oct) all 
trains were permanently diverted and Princes Bridge 
sLation was closed. The Sandridge and Brighton services 
were through-routed. 

Re-opening. The station was re-opened in 1879 (2 
Apr) to accommodate Gippsland traffic. Figure 2 is 
based on a plan dated 31 May of that year, found in the 
YR Plan Room. The layout included a turntable (TI) 
and provision for an engine shed (ES). Down Home 
signals ('H') protected the junction from the Flinders St 
and PB directions, and an Up 'Semaphore' ('S') was 

provided there, but it is not known what this looked like. 
The hut at the junction was designated 'Signal House·; 
it is understood that there was no interlocking at this 
stage. Unlike with Figure 1, the layout shows what was 
probably the actual arrangement at the date given (31 
May). A note on the plan near the arrow states 
'alterations to junction' and the undue complexity for 
such a small station could be explained if an ordinary 
double junction had been provided or planned initially 
in the main lines, with separate Up and Down leads to 
the platform, and if this arrangement was then found to 
be inconvenient in practice. 

PRINCES BRIDGE (18711) 

Figure 2. 

Expansion. The Oakleigh service, instituted in 
May 1880, was transferred to Princes Bridge in Oct 1881 
and the Mordialloc service inaugurated from there on 19 
Dec. Evidently a plan had been prepared to provide two 
additional pairs of tracks to Richmond (making three 
pairs in all) and one additional pair thence to South 
Yarra. The first stage was provision in 1882 (1 Oct) of a 
separate pair of tracks (Caulfield Lines) from PB to 
Jolimont Road and abolition of the junction near Princes 
Bridge station, at least for running movements. 

The second stage was conversion in 1883 of the 
platform at PB to an island, with two tracks between the 
north face and the street, an engine traverser being 
installed at the inner end. The north face served__ the 
Hawthorn Lines, which were extended separately to 
Jolimont Road and beyond. The trains were transferred 
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from Flinders St on 15 October, leaving now only the 
Sandridge, St Kilda, and Brighton trains, plus Race 
specials, departing from that station. A new signal box 
was opened at Princes Bridge on 18 November. (The 
well-known photo of PB showing the footbridge oppo
site Russell Street (VR HI 108) comes from this period 
and could have been taken from the new box early on a 
summer morning in 1883/84) A problem exists however 
in describing the track layout at this stage, and the 
subject is better left until Figure 3 is reached. The 1884 
transfer sidings will also be discussed later .. 

Further Expansion. A new. platform was opened in 
1891 (21 Jui) facing the third track south of the existing 
platform; it was used by Caulfield and Oakleigh trains, 
and, it .is thought, Country trains. Tracks in Figure 3, 
which shows the new arrangement, are based on one of 
the Board of Works plans for Melboume's sewerage 
system. Signal details are from the list in Jack McLean's 
1898 General Appendix; the siding signals are in a 
transition stage between the use of short arms and the 
use· of discs. A photo showing both . the island platform, 
familiar to older readers, and also the 1891 side plat
form, is found in the Weekly Times, 16 May 1903. 

The problem with the track layout of Princes Bridge 
during the 1883-1890 period is that a scale plan dated 
March 1886, prepared by the Victorian Railways as part 
of the coverage of the South Suburban Lines, is very 
similar to the 1890s plan, except for the new platform, 
but omits two significant connections. Neither the lead 
from the Up Caulfield line through the Down Caulfield 
to the Up Hawthorn nor the middle crossover between 
nos 2 and 3 roads is shown. If that plan is correct it 
means that a train could not arrive in the platform road, 
which is absurd. However, details in the 'well-known' 
photo as reproduced in Memories (Vintage Train Publi-

cations) suggest that the middle crossover did actually 
then exist and that trains could run via no 2 road. 

Flinders Street Expansion. Interest now turns .to 
Flinders Street (FS) where works carried out during the 
1890s led to the downgrading of PB, but not immedi

. ateiy. A new viaduct line, was opened fromFS to Spen
cer Street (SS) in 1891 (single 23 Nov, duplicated 20 
Dec) and used initially for goods traffic; this replaced a 

· single track line opened in 1879 (Dec) which ran along 
the side of the street. The latter line had limited capacity 
owing to the need to operate only at night and the severe 
speed restriction imposed. 

Provision of. the new viaduct line enabled goods 
traffic to be transferred to SS and the large goods shed 
at FS to be demolished and the site cleared for construc
tion of new platforms; this was a stage in the develop
ment of Flinders Street as the new central suburban 
station. In 1894 (17 Dec:) the viaduct lines were opened 
for passenger traffic; ten platforms in all were now 
available, and trains to/from Williamstown, Essendon, 
Coburg, and Preston (Reservoir) were extended from SS 
to terminate at Flinders Street. Essendon/Brighton trains 
were through routed using Platforms 1 and 2. 

Major Rearrangement 1901. A massive rearrange
ment affecting the whole FS/PB area took place in 
September-October 190L It started at the southernmost 
side of Flinders Street with transfer of Port Melbourne 
trains from Platform 9 to a new Platform 10 East, . and 
ended at the northernmost side of Princes Bridge with 
clearing Hawthorn line trains from No 4 road and 
making this available for the sole use of the Colling
wood line trains introduced on 21 October. New signal 
boxes were opened at FS and · Jolimont Junction, and 
development in the Jolimont area needs to be described 
before the rearrangement is considered in any detaiL 

PRINCES BRIDGE (1894) 

RUNNING LINES 
H - Hawthorn Lines 
C - CatJ/field Lines 
B - f3ri9hton Lines (from 

Flfoders Street; no 
connections at 

· Princes Bridge) 

SIDINGS. E7C 
TV - · Traverser 
CS - Coal Stage 
ES - En9ine Shed (3 roads) 
ER - Exhibition Road 
TT - T1Jrntable 

_PS - Carriage Sidings 
TF - Transfer Sidings (5 roads) 
OC- Oakleigh CS 

Figure 3. 

CS 

ES 
22 ER 
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Jolimont 

Jolimont Road. Signal boxes were established at differ
ent times at four separate locations between Princes 
Bridge and Richmond,. The first of these boxes, opened 
in 1882 (1 Oct), was situated at the south-west comer of 
the Jolimont Road level crossing. This road originally 
ran southward from Wellington Parade through to Yarra 
Bank Road (later renamed Batman Avenue) near the 
start of Swan Street. The box worked the temporary 
junction on the Richmond side of the crossing where the 
new Caulfield Lines from Princes Bridge joined the 
existing Brighton Lines from Flinders Street. An offic
ial photograph exists of the box (H3157) - see, for 
example, Memories (Vintage Train Publications) p. 9 -
but it is misleadingly captioned 'Punt Road'. One set of 
hand-operated gates is shown covering all four tracks. 

A second new pair of tracks was opened from 
Princes Bridge in 1883 (15 Oct) through to Punt Road 
for Hawthorn line trains in conjunction with their 
transfer from Flinders Street. Block telegraph working 
using Winter's instruments was also introduced at this 
time (3 or 15 Oct), with Jolimont Road working with 
Flinders Street or Princes Bridge on the one side, and 
Punt Road on the other. However, the table in Somer
sault, Vol. 2 No. 6, Nov 1979, shows that an interlocked 
box was not established at Punt Road until 1884 (11 
May). The other new pair of tracks would have reached 
there by this date, and the J olimont Road box was then 
abolished. The road crossing was closed in the previous 
year when the six tracks arrived, and was replaced by an 
iron footbridge on the Down side. 

Jolimont Transfer Sidings. The second of the four 
signal boxes was established in 1884 (11 May) to work 
transfer sidings. situated between the Brighton Lines 
and the Caulfield Lines. Figure 4 is based on part of the 
March 1886 plan referred to earlier, but the main and 
siding tracks were curved for most of the distance. The 
Brighton Lines on the scale plan are marked off in 
chains (80 chains= I mile= 1.61 km), and the new box 

TRANSFER SIDINGS (1886) 

H 

= CZ::: Tr.-,sler Box 

=' = Pmces Bridge-...\.-----~\ e /~----~\ 
~x ~ 

B 

Figu_re 4. 

was at 39 chains (0.78 km) from the zero point opposite 
the centre of Elizabeth Street; the distance from Princes 
Bridge box was 12 chains (0.24 km). The Government 
retained the Workshops set up by the Hobsons Bay Co. 
at Sandridge (Port Melbourne) until about the year 1900 
and the Locomotive Depot until electrification. It could 
thus be desirable for a transfer facility to be introduced 
between PB and FS. 

The box was referred to variously as Jolimont Trans
fer or Transfer Sidings or Transfer Junction. Details of 
the signalling are not known but the back of the Distant 
from Flinders St can be seen in the photo mentioned 
above. Unfortunately, connections to the FS goods yard 
are not shown on the 1886 scale plan similarly to the 
important connections leading to the platforms at PB not 
being shown. The Transfer box had only 14 levers, but 
these might have been just enough to enable the missing 
connections to be worked. 

Jolimont. A new box was established in 1887 (13 
Mar) near the north-west comer of the former road 
crossing. Details of the tracks and signals shown in 
Figure 5 are taken from the same sources as those in 
Figure 3; the list of signals in the 1898 GA was headed 
"Flinders-Street C Box (Jolimont)". These sources were 
supplemented by a VR plan that showed the somewhat 
unusual siting of Posts 8 and 9 (unusual not so much for 
being on the right-hand side, but for a signal being up to 
five tracks across from its train). Post 13 was also 
unusual in that it governed the Caulfield Line; in fact 
the box was not a Block Post on the Hawthorn Lines, 

JOLIMONT (1896) 

Jofimont --c.::f Road FB 
_1_9 __ ----:H~------1_3_--1. _________ J. ____________ i .. --8-

Figure 5. 
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but a double crossover with the Caulfield Lines at the 
Up end of Richmond enabled Hawthorn trains to run to/ 
from Flinders·Street or the Goods Yard. 

The four main lines from PB were slewed or diver
ted, eastward, thus allowing the transfer sidings to be 
widened to five tracks. The Transfer box was abolished 
and its connections replaced· by leads to both the Down 
· Caulfield and Down Brighton Lines near their conflu
ence or fork; the short arms on Post 15 apply to 
movements over these leads.. The short arm under the 
bracket on Post 10 applies frorn the Down Caulfield 
back to the Down Brighton, and the short. arm on Post 
11 applies from the latter line to the Up line to Flinders 
St or to the yard. The Disc on Post 12 applies from the 
Down Caulfield Line back to the Up line or to the 
transfer sidings.The lines marked 'G' were not provi
ded until 1891 and even then they stopped in the yard 
and were not completed throughout until about 1896. 

An artist's impression titled 'Just before the 
Collision' appeared in the Weekly Times of 20 Septem
ber 1901. This shows a Down train from Princes Bridge 
which departed on the Up line . and is about to collide 
with an Up Hawthorn. The picture is of interest in 
showing the five-arm bracket Post 11, a comer of the 
signal box, and the footbridge - this was an iron lattice 
type of similar design to the footbridge south of the 
Melbourne Cricket Ground before it was rebuilt. 

The 1887 box was superseded in.1901 (6 Oct) by a 
new box situated about 180 m on the Richmond side of 
Jolimont Road and adjacent to the Down Hawthorn line. 
The . existing connections were . replaced further south, 
and a new double crossover provided Down Hawthorn 
to. Down Caulfield lines. A detailed description of the 
arrangements will be given later; meanwhile we return 
to.Flinders Street and the rearrangement of 1901, 

Rearrangements FS/PB/JJ. 

Preparatory Works. In the late 1890s, Platform 1 at 
Flinders St was used by Brighton trains,. 2 by Essen
dons, 3 by Brighton Reliefs. 4 by Williamstowns, 5 and 
6 by Race trains, 7 and 8 by Prestons and Coburgs, 9 by 
Port Melbournes, and 10 by St Kildas. Platform .1 was 
about two tracks further south than the present one. The 
only centre road was that between Platforms 9 and 10; 
these two platforms, with the. three tracks iri between, 
were in their ultimate positions. 

Platforms 7 and 8, which were dead-ended at Swan~ 
ston Street, can be seen in the foreground of the photo 
in VR to '62, p.183 .. The right-handed run°round cross
over can also be seen, as can a van in the stops end of 7. 
The island platform 8-9 was unnecessarily wide, and, as 
a preliminary to the diversion of Brighton trains, .the 
edge of 8 was cut back somewhat and it was made into a 
through platform. (The wide awning seen in the picture 
was dismantled and re-erected at Hawthorn station.) 
Other preparatory works were abolition of the engine 
shed at.Princes Bridge, extension of platform 10 to form 
10 East, and establishment of two new signal boxes. 

PRINCES 
Flinders St BRIDGE H 
Platforms 

old ~ ~· 
1-2-------

G 

H·.- Hawthorn Lines 
C - Caulfield Lines 
B - Brighton Lines 
G - Goods Lines 

(i) 

~~ ....... "---\cw 1901 
old =c 
1-2 ---------.. 

8-9 1901 
10E 1901 

B 
GR 

Cw - Collingwood. Lines 
GR - Goods & Race Lil!eS 

(ii) 

Figu~e 6 (i) - (ii/ 

1891 

Jolimont 
Road FB 

oL' 

190.1 

The Great Rearrangement, 1901 .. Rebuilding of the 
platforms at Flinders Street station commenced on the 
south (river) side and worked towards the north (stteet) 
side. During September~October 1901. the events listed 
below took place at Flinders Street (FS), Pruices Bridge 
(PB), and Jolimont Junction (JJ). Reference may be 
made to Figure 6 (i) - (ii). where (i) is.a. stylisoo 
summary of the tracks in Figures 3. and 7. 

1901 -
29 Sep New B Box at FS opened off end plats 8.-9. 

Port Melb trains transferred from 9 to lOE. 
6 Oct New JJ Box opened (also designated FS E). 

New Goods & Race Lines opened from JJ 
to FS plat lOE and centre road. 

13 Oct Essendon-Brighton trains transferred from 
plats 1-2 FS to plats 8-9 via new 
approach tracks from JJ ( these were 
adjacent to the Goods & Race Lines with 
no sidings in between). 

20 Oct Caulfield trains (but not Countrys) trans
ferred from PB to plats 1 ~ 2 FS via 
former Brighton approach tracks. 

Hawthorn trains transferred from north side 
of island plat PB to south side. North 
side now available for Collingwoods. 

21 Oct New Collingwood line (so named) opened 
from PB to Victoria Park (ex Colling
wood) joining there the existing line, 
duplicated and part regraded, tq Clifton 
Hill. 
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Subsequent Rearrangements. Work continued, and an 
interesting photograph in the weekly Australasian, 27 
Dec 1902, suggests that the reconstructed island plat
form 6-7 was almost ready for use. However trains were 
not diverted to it from PB, until 1905, perhaps because 
construction of another two new signal boxes at FS was 
required. In fact, the next relevant major track work 
affecting both FS and PB took place in 1904 miles 
(kms) away from either station. Then stages of diversion 
occurred until finally the Country trains were removed 
from PB in 1910. Below is the detailed chronology; 
reference may be made to Figure 6 (iii) - (iv). 

1904 -
5 Dec New 'loop' opened from site of present-day 

Rushall to Merri enabling Preston 
(Reservoir) trains which had been run
ning to/from FS via SS to run instead to/ 
from PB via Clifton Hill. New service 
instituted North Fitzroy - Princes Bridge. 

1905 -
17 Sep New A Box opened at west end of FS. 
24 Sep New C Box opened at east end of FS. 

Caulfield trains transferred from plats 1-2 
FS to 6-7 over new approach tracks. 

17 Dec St Kilda trains transferred from plat 10 to 
new plat 11. Port Melb trains transferred 
from lOE to 10. Plat lOE now available 
for Race trains. 

1907 -
? Coburg and Williamstown trains transferred 

from plats 4-5 to 2-3. 
Oct High Level Lines completed JJ - PB. 

1 Dec Hawthorn trains transferred from PB to FS 
plats 4-5 over new approach tracks. 

1910 -

Country and Race trains transferred to High 
Level Lines JJ - PB. 

6 Mar New Race & Special Lines opened from JJ 
to FS plat 1 lE. 

1 May New signal box at PB opened, named FS D. 
2 May Country trains transferred from PB to new 

plat 1 FS over diverted High Level 
Lines, now renamed the Country Lines. 
Only one track (No 2E) in use past PB at 
this stage. 

New single connection giving direct access 
from FS to Collingwood Line provided. 

21 May Single 1891 platform at PB being demol
ished, together with Nos 1 and 2 roads, 
to enable construction of plat 1 East. 

18 Dec New FS plat 1E opened with No 1E road. 

Two later rearrangements at Flinders Street should be 
mentioned for completeness, even though they did not 
affect Princes Bridge. In 1914 (19 Dec) the Hawthorn 
Line trains in plats 4-5 were interchanged with the 
Coburg and Williamstown trains in plats 2-3. The 
Hawthorn trains still had access to plat 4 but not 5; 
access to this platform was regained in 1923 (28 Mar). 

Flinders St 
PRINCES 

Platforms 
BRIDGE 1905 -
c:===i 1901 1907 
c=:::J 1907 

4-5 1907 H 
1905 C 6-7 
1901 B 8-9 
1901 GR 10E 

HL - High Level Lines 

(iii) 

c:===i Cw 1901 
1910 

1 1910 Co 

4-5 1907 H 
1905 C 6-7 
1901 B 8-9 
1901 GR 10E 
1910 RS 11 E 

Figure 6 (iii)-(iv). 

Princes Bridge (resumed). 

Summarising, in 1901 the north side of the island plat
form was made available for trains for the new Colling
wood line (21 Oct) These ran at first only to Heidelberg, 
but Preston (Reservoir) and North Fitzroy trains were 
seen with opening of the Northcote Loop in 1904 (5 
Dec). In 1907 (1 Dec) the Collingwoods were given 
access to all platforms. Then in 1910, (2 May), they 
gained exclusive use of the whole station. A new single
lead connection gave for the first time direct access 
between FS and the Collingwood line. 

PB station now consisted of only the island platform 
and a siding, as the 1891 platform and the nearest two 
tracks were to be demolished to allow construction of 
No 1 East platform FS; this was on a grade down 
towards Swanston St whereas PB was level. The new 
platform was opened for holiday traffic on 18 Decem
ber. Figure 7 is based on the relevant section of VR 
Diagram 14'10. to come into use in 1911 (9 Apr). The 
renumbering of the platform tracks as 15-16 followed 
from the 1 to 14 used at FS (11 plat and 3 centre roads). 

PRINCES BRIDGE (1911) 

Figure 7. 
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PRINCES BRIDGE (1926) 

SIGNAL DETAILS 

~i~~ 1 t 
Dn: 52 
Up. 33,34 35 

24,54 42 
5,6 30 

H13,S15 
H16,S22 

Figure 8. 

Safeworking on the Collingwood Line. This line passed 
through a number of systems of working of increasing 
safety available for double lines. Ordinary Block was 
introduced at the outset, but was superseded in 1902 by 

- Lock & Block working, first to North Richmond (6 
Mar) and then on to Clifton Hill (22 Sep). To accept a 
train if the line was clear, the signalman at station C 
pressed in a plunger and this released a lock on the 
Starting signal lever at B; this lever, after being oper
ated, was then back-locked until the front of the train 
from A actuated a treadle or rail contact beyond the 
signal. When the lever was restored, it was again locked 
normal, and B, could again plunge to release the 
Starting signal at A; he had of course to observe first 
that. the whole of the train had arrived complete. 

The first installation of the Lock. & Block system 
was on the viaduct tracks between Flinders St and 
Spencer St in 1898 (7 Dec). The original Rules stated 
· When the train reaches the rail contact at A the 
Semaphore signal wiH automatically go to Danger.' but 
this provision is not included in the 1919 Book ofRules 
and Regulations. However, in 191.1-12 track-locking of 
Starting signals was installed from PB to Clifton Hill 
and on other of the busier inner suburban lines; In VR 
terms this meant controlling the signal by continuous 
track circuit through a reverser, which prevented the 
signal from showing Proceed if any part of the section 
was occupied. Lock & Block or ordinary Block working 
was generally rel,\ined. 

Finally, three-position automatic signalling was 
installed in 1921 (3 Apr), exclusive of PB and CH 
stations, about two months before electrification. Anew 
double crossover was also provided at PB to _allow 
direct movem_ents between the Country lines and No. 15 
road (21 May). 

Re-signalling at Princes Bridge. Three-position 
signalling was install_ed in the station area in 1926 (11 
Apr) concurrently with provision in the existing signal 
box of a new power frame fitted with 55 levers of the 
catch-handle type. Control of the points and signals in 
the Country lines at the east end of Flinders St was also 
transferred froni C box to the new D box. The new 
arrangements are seen in Figure 8, where the signals are 
shown separately to avoid congestion. 

Signal · 30 was. a standard_ Style VR 
Light signal, but 42 w_as_ fitted with two 
triangular units of the type seen at 
Yarraville; all other signals were Sema
phores. Homes 331 34, and 35 did not 
protect points, but ·with their Low Speed 

822 
- lights corresponded to the two-position 

Home and Calling-ons placed at the 
.entrance to. platform . roads at Binders 
Street. Most of the. Dwarfs here could 
move up to 90 degrees (Clear Low Speed). 

Further Developments. The only sig
nificant alteration which occurred between 
1926 and 1964 was abolition in 1941 (24 
Aug) of most of the long crossover from 

the Up Country line .to No. 15 road; only the portion 
between the two Country line-s remained. The crossover 
from No. 15 to the Down Country was however kept, 
and during the period when early on Saturday after
noons Warburton and Healesville trains ran separately, 
one of these could be seen departing from No. 15. 

In the Princes Gate project, the little-used 17 road 
was first abolished (1964 - 17 May) and_ Nos 16 and 15 
were taken out in turns to alto~ a new island platform, 
now·on a downward gm.de towards·th_e buffer stops, and 
also a new lE platform, lo be provided one track further 
north; the former 1E road no longer served a platform. 

The existing povver frame was replaced in 1966 (27 
Mar) with a route-setting control panel (photo VR NL, 
May 1966) in a new building, and part of the PS C box 
area affecting Nos 1 and 2 plats was taken over. The 
facility to arrive in No. 15 from the Up Country line was 
also restored. All Home 'signals were now Lights'. 

Jolimont Junction 

The Name. A new signal box situated about 9 chains 
(0.18 km) on the Richmond side of Jolimont Road and 
adjacent to the Down Hawthorn line was opened in 1901 
(6 Oct); the 1887 box was abolished at the same time. 
The new box is shown in Figure 6 (ii), (iii), and (iv), 
and its purpose will have become apparent. In the 1908 
Book of Signals the list of fixed signals for the new 
1901 box was headed 'Jolimont Junction Box' but the 
whistle signals were headed '"E" Box, Jolimont Junc
tion' The new location would . have given more scope 
for expansion of Flinders St yard. 

It is thought that 'Junction'. was added to the simple 
name 'Jolimont' of .the 1887 box because the first 
passenger station out on the Collingwood line was to be 
named Jolimont and to have .its own signal box. Nearly 
80 years later, when the City Circle & Clifton Hill 
Underground Loop was opened. Jolimont station itself 
became a junction, but this was worked by Metrol. The 
Railways, then or later, began naming the former Joli
mont 1llllction location as Richmond Junction. (But 
surely the real Richmond J\Dlction is .the point of 
divergence just south of Swan Street?) 

Special Features. The signalling .shown in Figure 9, 
taken from the 1908 Book of Signals, is notable for the 
extensive provision of splitting Distants - one Distant 
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JOLIMONT JUNCTION (1908) 
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RUNNING LINES 
H L - High Level (to Princes 
Bridge), H - Hawthorn, 
C - Caulfield, B - Brighton, 
GR- Goods & Race. 

7,__LL 

DISC SIGNALS 
Disc signals, not shown, are provided 
on Posts 16 (3 Discs), 17 (6 Discs), and 
18 (2 Discs). These signals apply to set-
bacx movements f1om the Down lines. · 
Some Discs a1e also provided in the goods 
ya1d to the rea1 of Post 21. 

Figure 9. 

for each route ahead of the Home signal. In particular, 
six Distants applied to the Up Caulfield Line; one 
wonders how each was made to require the Up Starting 
for Richmond (Post 13) first. Were six. wires branched 
off its own wire, and taken to a conventional drop-off 
slot for each Distant? If so would not frequent 
adjustment be necessary? (It seems to be rather early 
days for using electrical methods). The 'duplicate' 
Distants lasted until 1909 (31 Oct); when abolished, 12 
levers were freed, one being re-used for a new Disc. 
Posts 10 to 15 were then replaced by Posts 11, 13, and 
15, each carrying one Starting over one Distant. 

The co-acting arms under the Up Starting and Distant 
(for FS) signals will be noted; those on the lower 
brackets on Post 77 are seen in the photo in Memories, 
page 33. The Down Homes on Posts 21 to 26 would 
have been mounted on the Jolimont Road footbridge, 
although no indication of this is given in the Book of 
Signals. Likewise, the signals at the other end for both 
directions would have been mounted on the footbridge 
south of the MCG; their successors certainly were. 

Provision of so many set-back Discs, may seem 
unduly lavish. but there may well have been a signifi
cant number of Light Engine movements to/from Port 
Melbourne or North Melbourne. as the shed at PB had 
to be abolished to make way for the Collingwood line, 
and no direct connection existed between FS and PB. 

Additional sidings were connected in 1914 (22 Mar) 
as part of works to build the Electric Car Sheds and 
Substation and to provide more sidings between the 
pairs of running lines. The footbridge at Jolimont Road 
would also have been abolished at about this time. 

Safeworking. Lock & Block working was introduced 
in 1909 (21 Nov) on the Band GR lines from FS B box, 
and on the H and C lines from FS C box. The Race and 
Special Lines, opened in 1910 (6 Mar) to plat llE, were 
equipped with L & B at the outset. It is assumed that the 
Country Lines were likewise equipped when completed. 
In the other direction, L & B was worked through to 
East Richmond, Hawksburn, and Prahran by 1910. 

Track locking of Starting signals was effected on 
most lines from Flinders St in 1910, and on to 
Camberwell, Caulfield, and Balaclava by 1912-1914. 
Three-position signalling was installed, in 1918 on the 
Brighton lines JJ - Richmond (1 Sep), and on all lines 
FS - JJ, (15 Dec); JJ box itself was excluded. 

New Lever Frame. A new mechanical interlocking 
frame was installed in the existing building in 1919 (31 
May) in conjunction with three-position signalling at JJ 
itself, and to Richmond on the Caulfield and Hawthorn 
lines (1 Jun). Figure 10 shows that the layout was 
substantially the same as before except for a new double 
crossover Down Caulfield to Down Hawthorn lines; this 
replaced the existing one at the Up end of Richmond. 
The 1914 siding connections are on the lower left. 

This must be regarded as a most notable installation. 
It boasted 15 two-armed upper-quadrant Home signals, 
only five of the 30 square-ended arms being fixed (No 
Light signals here until the late 1950s except for the 
Low Speeds). Being operated by power, both arms on 
the one post could be controlled by the one lever, and 
the Medium Speed arm could apply to a number of 
routes. 1l1e facing points, being track locked and thus 
not requiring lockbars, were fitted with Budd & Wion 
combined switch-and-lock movements. The working 
levers were thereby reduced from 115 to only 55 (plus 
10 spares), even with the new double crossover. 

The only signalling change for about the next 40 
years was provision of a new Dwarf for setting back 
from the Down Caulfield line past the double crossover. 

Later Developments. Much occurred after the 40-
year lull. In 1960 (2 May) the Caulfield Local Lines 
were completed from South Yarra to JJ. In 1966-67 two 
additional tracks were brought in from Burnley to the JJ 
side of Richmond. In 1973 these were extended behind 
E box to join the Country lines beyond. Then in 1976 
(28 Feb) a new box with control panel replaced the 
1901-1919 box. In the early 1980s the Burnley and 
Caulfield UG Loops were connected. Finally, control of 
the whole area was transferred to Metrol. 
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JOLIMONT JUNCTION (1919) 
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(To be Continued) 

1994 BOOK OF RULES AND OPERATINGPROCEDURES 

(Continued from January 1996) 

Following David's formal address, he agreed to answer · 
questions from the floor. 
Q. A question was asked about the difficulty in reading 
kilometre posts, changing mileage's and accurate 
distances. 
A. The Alternative Safeworking Project (ASW) and the 
Driver .Only (DO) are updating all kilometre posts to. 
meet new standards. So.me kilometre posts .now have 
larger numerals. 
Q. Is there going to be a re-measure of line distances? 
A. Don't.know. · 
Q. With interworking of loco crews and the necessity to 
learn more than one · rule book, what is being done to 
standardise the rules? 
A. Regular meetings. take place to write Australian 
s.tandards for safeworking procedures. 
Q. A question was asked about dealing with disabled 
trains with no communication. 
A. There is no provision for failure of train to base 
radio. The train controller or the signalman assume .the 
train is overtime and no other train is allowed to enter 
the section untffthe train is located. 
Q. ls Train Staff and Ticket to be done away with? 
A. No. . 
Q. A question was asked about Train Staff and Ticket 
on tourist lines. 
A. The Superintendent Safeworking oversees 
safeworking on .all tourist lines. 
Q. What is the status of pilot keys? 
A. Only reference to pilot keys is for Bunyip -
Longwarry section. Not mentioned in rules for other 
systems. 
Q. Why Bunyip - Longwarry? 
A. No one is in control of the single line section. 
Q. What is the status of Little River? 

A. The points and signals at Little River are controlled· 
from a panel at Werribee. 
Q. How was the 2 kilometre stop and proceed rule 
arrived at? 
A. It is believed to have originated in the Driver Only 
Project. 
Q, What is the proposal for the NRC to use global 
positioning? 
A. A trial by the AS'yv Project using EM 100 was 
conducted 12 months ago. NRC trains will use PTC 
Section Authority Working (SAW). · 
Q. What radio tests have been done on the plains line? 
A. A three week test has taken place for SAW purposes. 
Q. What is the status of the End of Train Air System 
(ETAS)? 
A. Granites and Mysia are the first locations to use 
ET AS The plains line will use similar equipment. 
Q. What are the current arrangements at Korong Vale? 
.A. Crossing Loop with trailable points at. the up end, . 
then ju11ction at the down. end'. W.Sa point .lever on 
junction points, but no locking. Loop will remain and 
block points will be provided for follow on moves. 
Q. What are the arrangements at block points? 
A. Location l,_()ards are provided 1000 metres from the 
block point board or 2000 metres where ET AS · is 
provided. The block point boards are provided at the 
TAILS location. No. TAILS. equipment is provided at 
an ETAS location~ Instead, check brake pipe pressure at 
location, then advise control. TAILS units cost about 
$25,000 each. 
Q. How does El'AS work? 
A. The equipment measures the brake pipe pressure at 
the end of the train with a read out of the results in the 
loco cab. There is no ground equipment. Any 
fluctuation in the brake pipe pressure is recorded in a 
book and in the loco cab unit. A ·radio transmitter is 
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fixed to the last vehicle of the train to send the results 
to the loco cab. 
Q. Will Driver Only (DO) go statewide? 
A. Possibly. Approximately 60% of the state is 
available for DO trains. 
Q. How do DO trains shunt ? 
A. A man in a car is sent out to assist the DO train. 
Q. What locos are available for DO use? 
A. All mainline locos except X, S, P, B, T. 
Q. What will be done about the broad gauge location 
boards on the plains line? 
A. To be removed. 
Q. How is the size of a location board determined? 
A. The size conforms to an Australian standard. 
Q. What is being done about signs on pipe posts being 
turned? 
A. This problem is yet to be resolved. 
Q. What are the arrangements with scotch blocks on 
sidings? 
A. On goods lines the standard is scotch blocks or 
derails on sidings. On passenger lines the standard is 
rodded catch points or rodded Hayes derails on sidings. 
Q. When will the A voca line open? 

· A. The A voca line is to open by the end of the year. 
Q. Why are trains running between Ballarat and Ararat? 
A. Broad gauge construction trains are running between 
Ballarat and Ararat to· carry rails from Dimboola to 
Mary borough. 
Q. What is the future for Ballarat to Ararat? 
A. Westcoast Rail are believed to have put in a 
submission for this line. 
Q. What are the current arrangements at Trawalla and 
Buangor? 
A. All signals are crossed, Electric staff instruments 
have been removed, but the line wires remain. 

Q. What happened with the demise of Lever Locking 
and Track Control? 
A. There was no alteration to the equipment, only 
alterations to the rules. 
Q. How do signalmen authorise trains to pass red 
signals? 
A. The signalman controlling the signal is considered to 
be the train controller for the purposes of authorising 
the train to pass the red signal. 
Q. What will happen to written caution orders? 
A. To be phased out in the future. 
Q. Why can't caution orders be issued for the signal 
controlling the exit from the Maribymong River Line 
when the signal fails? (The train must stand at the 
signal until the fitter repairs the fault.) 
A. It is not known why this arrangement exists or why 
it was introduced in the first place. 
Q. What is happening with safeworking staff on 
contracts? 
A. This trend is to continue. Recently a vacancy for a 
signalman at Sunbury was filled through the local office 
of the C.E.S. because there were no suitable internal 
applicants for the position. 
Q. Have there been any complaints about splitting the 
trains at Toolamba? 
A. There have been no problems with the arrangements. 
Q. How are the new panels for Flinders Street Yard 
progressing? 
A. The panels will be ready for commissioning soon. 
The points will be operated using pneumatic equipment 
recovered from the Melbourne Hump Yard. The points 
will be trailable and there will be an emergency point 
lever. 

REMOTE CONTROL OPERATION OF MALOON JUNCTION 

(Continued from January 1996) 

Clearing Signal AL or UAL 
To clear Signal AL for a movement from the 
Maryborough line into Castlemaine, the Signalman 
first moves lever B to the 'L' position to move the 
points to the normal position. He then moves lever A 
to the 'L' position which mechanically locks lever B and 
clears signal AL. 

The control circuits for the signal control relays for 
signals AL and UAL (ALGR and UALGR) are shown 
in figure 10 and operate in a similar way as those 
described earlier for aARGR and bARGR (see figure 8). 

Current flows from BL, through the front contact of 
BTSP, the back contact of the time release for lever A, 
and the L band of lever A. 

The current then flows through a front contact of the 
stick relay for signal 51 (51S). Figure 9 shows that this 
relay primarily repeats the postion of the track relays in 
the single line section between Maldon Junction and 
Post 4 at Castlemaine (i.e. track circuits A51T, UAT, 
DAT, and 51T) and 51S will be up when no train is in 
the section. A second function of this contact is to 
ensure that lever 51 is not reverse when lever A is 
moved to the left. Lever 51 can only be reversed when 
lever A is at the full 'R' postion (as described in the 
previous section). However, it could be left reverse after 

the Down train had cleared the single line section and 
the Signalman could attempt to signal an Up train 
through the section with Lever 51 still reverse. 
However, Signal AL could not clear as 51S would still 
be down and could not pick up again until Lever 51 had 
been restored to normal. 

The current then flows through contacts of 85GP 
(85 Signal Repeat Relay). This relay repeats the 
position of Home signals 85 and 87 (Post 4) which 
control the entrance of trains into Castlemaine yard. The 
purpose of these contacts is to control the aspect that 
signal AL will show (Caution or Clear) and it does this 
by reversing the polarity of the current through the 
signal relay ALGR. The circuit for 85GP is shown in 
figure 10 and it can be seen that the relay picks up 
whenever either Home signal 85 or 87 is at clear (i.e. 
the arm is between 30 and 90 degrees). Figure 10 shows 
that when 85GP is down, the current flows from left to 
right through ALGR which will make Signal AL show 
Normal Speed Warning. When 85GP is up, the current 
through ALGR is from right to left and signal AL will 
show Clear Normal Speed. Note that when 85GP is up, 
the return for the ALGR/UALGR circuit is taken 
through reverse bands of levers 85 or 87. This ensures 
that the position of those two levers corresponds to the 
actual position of the signal arm, as repeated by 85GP, 
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Figure JO: The circuits controlling signals AL, UAL, X, and Y. This diagram shows the circuits controlling 85GP (85 
Signal Repeating Relay), ALG (AL Signal Mechanism), UALG (UAL Signal Mechanism), ALGR (AL Signal Relay), 
UALGR ( UAL Signal Relay), XDR (X Distant Relay), XG (X Signal Mechanism), YDR (Y Distant Relay) and YG (Y Signal 
Mechanism). 

and that one of the signal arms has not stuck at clear 
whe.n the lever was restored to. normal. Note also tha.t 
AL will show Clear Normal Speed if the route at 
Castlemaine is set for either the Back platform, .or 
across the crossover onto the Down main. 

The ALGR/UALGR circuit then splits into two. 
That for controlling ALGR detects Points B normal in 
two ways: by the normal point detection relay (BL WP) 
being up, and physically by a contact in the point 
detector (BW). 

The circuit then passes through contacts ensuring 
that the Pilot Staff at the junction is in its box, that the 
door of the Emergency Point Handle cabinet is shut, and 
that the Emergency Point Handle is in the.cabinet. 

The circuit for operating the signal mechanism on 
Post AL is also shown in figure 10. The signal 
mechanism operates in three positions and so has two 
wires. One wire is energised whenever ALGR picks up, 
the second (giving a Clear aspect) is only energised 
when the polarised armature of ALGR is engergised in 
the normal position. 

Operation of signal UAL is equivalent to the 
operation of AL, except that the Points B are detected 
reverse. Note that the mechanism on Post UAL works • 
the 'b' arm and so shows 'Stop', 'Medium Speed 
Caution', and 'Clear Medium Speed'. 

Operation of Signals X and Y 
The very simple circuits for.the repeating Signals X and 
Y are shown in figure 10. Both signals are controlled 
automatically by contacts on the .. arm of the Home 
signal in advance. 

Taking Signal X as an example, the X Distant 
Relay (XDR) picks up when the 'a' arm on Post AL is 
between 40 and 90 degrees (i.e. showing Caution or 
Clear) and the track circuit between Post X and Post AL 
is clear. When XDR picks up, the signal mechanism 
XG is energised and the arm will move to Clear. The 
inclusion of XT in the control of XDR means that the 
repeating signal will be restored to Caution as the train 
passes the signal and it will be held at that position 
while the train is occupying the track between the 
repeating signal and the home signal. Unlike all the 
home signal relays, the circuit operating the distant 
relay is only cut once; a slight reduction · in safety. 
However, the circuit controling the signal mechanism 
(XG) is cut twice - the higher current required to operate 
the signal motor means a higher chance of the contacts 
welding together. 

The circuits for Signal Y are exactly equivalent to 
those for Signal X and are also shown in Figure 10. · 

(To be continued) 


